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	Text10: Harvard Film Archive
	Text11: Harvard College
	Text12: 24 Quincy Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
	Text13: Haden Guest, Director
	Text14: Amy Sloper, Collections Archivist
	Text15: amy_sloper@harvard.edu
	Text16: The Harvard Film Archive is one of the largest university-based motion picture collections in the United States. Through a combination of preservation and access, the HFA supports the research and study of cinema at Harvard and beyond by making its collections of moving image material and paper materials, including the documentation of individual filmmakers' careers as well as promotional materials such as posters, film stills, and ephemera, available to researchers and scholars around the world. 
	Text17: Working closely with the Collections Archivist, the Pforzheimer Fellow will assist in expanding access to the collection of James E. Hinton, an American filmmaker and photographer. The project will result in an enhanced collection finding aid and a new digital collections page that will provide context for Hinton’s career as well as new descriptions for each of his films alongside streaming digital access video files.
	Text18: The Fellow will interpret and explain the content of the James E. Hinton Collection, 1968-1992, which consists of approximately 170 items: motion picture film projection prints, workprint materials, 16mm and 1/4" magnetic audio reels, viewing copies and video masters on 1" video, 3/4" U-Matic, Betamax, BetacamSP and VHS, as well as one set of Polaroid photographs created by the photographer, cinematographer and filmmaker James E. Hinton. Many of the films have already been digitized for access.
	Text19: The films of James E. Hinton (1936-2006) were donated to the Harvard Film Archive by his family in 2009. Hinton, perhaps best known for his photographic documentation of the Civil Rights era, was the cinematographer for the groundbreaking film Ganja and Hess (1973) as well as the director of photography on The New-Ark, the only extant film directed by Amiri Baraka. Hinton was a founding member of a small African-American film collective, Harlem Audio Visual, formed in 1967, and later started his own filmmaking company, James E. Hinton Enterprises, in 1971. Most of Hinton’s film work was done far outside Hollywood, with a focus on making industrial and educational films. His company produced films for companies such as Bell Laboratories, Gulf Oil, for the federal government, and created many films documenting issues of the African-American community in particular. These include a promotional film highlighting economic opportunities in Liberia and PSAs about health issues such as hypertension and sickle cell anemia. Through a 2014 Open Your Hidden Collections Library grant, 31 films in the Hinton Collection were digitized. The Fellow will view each of these titles and create enhanced descriptions for the existing finding aid and do additional research on Hinton to draft a larger biographical summary to add historical context to the material. Additionally, the Fellow will work with the Collection Archivist to add links to the existing finding aid so streaming digital copies are accessible to users and will work to create a CURIOSity site for the digital materials. If time allows, the Fellow will also assist the Collections Archivist in preliminary research for similar work on the Dick Fontaine Collection. This collection includes a series of outtakes for the 1982 film I Heard It Through the Grapevine, which follows James Baldwin as he retraces his time in the South during the Civil Rights Movement. Overall, the Fellow’s work will help to provide researchers with additional context for the Hinton materials and highlight their significance within the overall history of African-American independent filmmaking. The Fellow will also play a crucial role in laying the groundwork for the creation of a framework for better access to digital materials within the HFA collections.Link to the James E. Hinton Collection: https://hollisarchives.lib.harvard.edu/repositories/23/resources/6686Link to the Dick Fontaine Collection:https://hollisarchives.lib.harvard.edu/repositories/23/resources/1246


